
 

 

To request a FREE Security or Fire Safety Audit, email admin@rolandsecurity.co.uk or call the office on 

01264 357476 and a member of our team will get back to you. 
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About Haydown Kitchens 

Haydown Kitchens are specialists in German and British made kitchens.  Their German kitchens come from 

leading brands Nolte and Nobilia.  Between them they offer lots of different styles, materials and colour 

combinations to suit different budgets.   

 

Their beautiful British kitchen furniture comes from Masterclass.  Not only do Masterclass have a really good 

selection of styles and colours but they have a fabulous range of larder cabinets, pantry cabinets and cocktail 

cabinets – all of which are not only practical but really lovely pieces of furniture. 

 

Their kitchen showroom is in Longstock, Stockbridge, Hampshire, in a beautiful old, converted barn. 

 

The Challenge 

Over the last few years, there has been a significant increase in anti-social behaviour & theft crimes to rural 

businesses across the UK. 

Haydown Kitchens found that they were targeted by a night-time burglary. The limitations of their existing old 

analogue CCTV system and Intruder Alarm meant that they struggled to provide a level of security needed. 

As one of the most popular kitchen installers in the south, Chris and Lis were determined to provide a thriving, safe 

business premises. To achieve this, they recognised the need for a modern CCTV system and an improved Intruder 

Alarm system. 

 

 

 

mailto:admin@rolandsecurity.co.uk
https://www.haydownkitchens.co.uk/kitchens/nolte-kitchens/
https://www.haydownkitchens.co.uk/kitchens/nobilia-kitchens-2/
https://www.haydownkitchens.co.uk/kitchens/masterclass-kitchens/
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The Solution 

Roland Security conducted a thorough technical audit of Haydown Kitchen’s existing security infrastructure and 

premises. It was clear that any new system was needed. 

Roland Security proposed a new wireless Texecom Intruder Alarm and a new cost effective Hikvision CCTV system. 

This platform would provide high-quality images in both live and recorded situations and allowed Lis to quickly 

identify criminal activity and take immediate action. 

The IPS Intelligent Video Analytics Software presented with IPS Intelligent Video Analytics has decades of 

analytics expertise and has developed a wealth of advanced analytics functionality. Through its five analytics 

modules: Motion Detection, Sabotage Detection, Intrusion Detection, Loitering Detection and Indoor Detection. 

Providing Haydown Kitchens with real-time alerts in the event of an intruder entering a secured outdoor area. 

This security systems are being fulfilled, serviced and monitored by Roland Security. 

The Result 

Haydown Kitchens currently have 6 cameras across the site. The combination of HD Hikvision cameras and 

Intelligent Video Analytics providing staff with fast and accurate information, as well as providing the police with 

detailed footage.  

The new systems have allowed Haydown Kitchens to manage their security and respond effectively to any potential 

incidents more efficiently. The introduction of remote CCTV and Video Analytics has helped to reduce their overall 

security costs. 

                                

https://www.ips-analytics.com/

